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Commensurability effects in lateral surface-doped superlattices
R. A. Deutschmann,a) C. Stocken, W. Wegscheider,b) M. Bichler, and G. Abstreiter
Walter Schottky Institut, TU Mu¨nchen, Am Coulombwall, 85748 Garching, Germany

~Received 6 December 2000; accepted for publication 15 February 2001!

We fabricate density-modulated two-dimensional electron systems by shallow compensation doping
the donor layer of a modulation-doped heterostructure. Zinc acceptor atoms are diffused from the
sample surface which is heated by a focused laser beam. Low-temperature magnetotransport
experiments provide evidence that high-quality lateral surface superlattices can be fabricated. In
weak periodic one-dimensional potentials, commensurability oscillations are recovered, whereas in
strong periodic two-dimensional potentials the semiclassically expected antidot resistance
resonances are found to dominate the low-field transport. Additionally, the homogeneity of the
laser-induced doping is confirmed by magnetic focusing experiments. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1362283#
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Semiconductor superlattices have long been a fasci
ing system to study the influence of an artificial potent
modulation on an electronic system.1 In lateral surface super
lattices~LSSLs!, a two-dimensional electron system~2DES!,
for example, a modulation-doped GaAs/AlxGa12xAs hetero-
structure, is patterned in order to achieve an electron den
modulation. Known methods employ holograph
illumination,2 lithographically defined metallic top gates3

shallow etching,4 laser interference melting,5 atomic force
microscope surface oxidation,6 and growth on vicinal and
patterned surfaces.7,8 Striking commensurability effects be
tween the electron cyclotron radius and the period length
the superlattice were uncovered in these LSSLs with o
dimensional~1D!2,3,8 and two-dimensional~2D!9 modulation
in low-field magnetotransport experiments.

In this letter, we fabricate lateral surface-dopedsuperlat-
tices ~LSDSLs! by local and shallow compensation dopin
the silicon donor layer of a GaAs/AlxGa12xAs heterostruc-
ture. The versatility of this method is demonstrated by th
different examples of commensurability effects in tw
dimensional electron systems. First, in weak 1D LSDSLs
known Weiss oscillations2,3 at low magnetic fields are recov
ered, a fact which provides evidence of the high homoge
ity of the laser-doped lines. At increased compensation d
ing concentrations in 2D LSDSLs, typical antid
resonances9 are found, demonstrating that high electron m
bilities are preserved. In magnetic focusing experime
elongated lines in this high compensation doping regime
shown to be specular reflecting, which further confirms th
quality.

Our samples were molecular-beam-epitaxy-gro
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As modulation-doped heterostructures w
the 2DES 60 nm below the surface. The electron den
could be varied betweenns53.531011cm22 and ns56.1
31011cm22 by successive illumination with a red ligh
emitting diode, electron mobility at the latter density w
1.63106 cm2/V s. All experiments were performed at liquid
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helium temperatures using the four-point lock-in measu
ment technique with a measurement current ofI 51 mA.
Compensation doping was achieved by heating the Zn:S2

capped sample surface with the highly focused beam o
Ar1 laser~wavelength 458 nm, laser power 1–100 mW!. A
nonlinear thermally activated diffusion process results in
cal compensation doping of the initialn-type silicon doping
layer byp-type zinc atoms, and, most importantly, in a si
nificant narrowing of the lateral doping profile as compar
to the initial laser spot profile.10 Calculated diffusion depths
of the zinc atoms are between a few and 20 nm, depend
on the used laser power.10 It is, therefore, expected that ion
ized impurity scattering is hardly increased after laser p
terning. Using this method, Baumgartner and co-work
have previously fabricated in-plane-gated devices such
quantum-point contacts, single-electron transistors,
Aharonov–Bohm rings.11,12

In order to determine possible period lengths and mo
lation amplitudes in our LSDSLs, we have performed se
consistent Poisson/Schro¨dinger calculations of the 2DES a
the presence of compensation doping in the initialn-type
doping layer. At a measured laser spot full width at h
maximum~FWHM! of 315 nm, the calculated resulting dop
ing profile is Gaussian shaped with a FWHM of 105 nm10

and the maximump-doping concentration in the centerp0

depends on the laser power. We find that forns54.3
31011cm22 andp05831010cm22 the potential modulation
is 7% of the Fermi energy with a FWHM of 112 nm, whil
for p051.231012cm22 at the same electron density th
2DES is depleted, but the FWHM is hardly increased to 1
nm, see Fig. 1. These results indicate that LSDSL with p
ods even below the laser spot size should be achievable

In a first set of experiments we have successfully fab
cated LSDSLs with 1D modulation and periods betweend
5500 nm andd5200 nm by laser writing an array of 10
mm-long lines across a small Hall bar. The same laser po
as used for the calculation shown in Fig. 1~a! was chosen.
Measurement results of a sample withd5300 nm are shown
in Fig. 2 for two different temperaturesT54.2 K and T
51.5 K. At magnetic fields below B51 T Weiss
oscillations2,3 with their typical weak temperature depe
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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dence are clearly resolved as 1/B periodic oscillations in the
longitudinal magnetoresistance. They are explained in
semiclassical picture as a resonance in theE3B drift of the
cyclotron orbit center,13 or quantum mechanically by an os
cillating bandwidth of the modulation-broadened Land
levels.2,3 Given the period and electron density, which w
determine from the high-field Shubnikov–de Haas osci
tions, the expected positionsB( i ) of the resistance minimai
51,2,...,

B~ i !5
2\A2pns

ed~ i 21/4!
,

marked by arrows in Fig. 2, coincide well with the expe
mental data. Potential modulation amplitudes evaluated b
using the semiclassical model13 and the magnetic breakdow
picture14 mutually agree well with a magnitude of 7% of th
Fermi energy.

In a second set of experiments two-dimensional LSDS
were fabricated by laser writing a 10mm310mm square ar-
ray of dots in a small Hall bar at a laser power correspond
to Fig. 1~b!. Clear resistance maxima are found at magne

FIG. 1. Top: scaled laser-beam profile~dashed! and doping concentration
~solid!; middle: calculated electron concentration gray scale encoded~black:
3.5731017 cm23, white: 031017 cm23!; bottom: integrated 2D charge den
sity ns ~circles! and Gaussian fit~solid line!. ~a! Small laser power,p058
31010 cm22; ~b! large laser power,p051.231012 cm22. Depending on the
laser power, small and large potential modulations can be fabricated, w
the width of the electron depletion zone remains almost constant, and m
below the laser spot size.

FIG. 2. Commensurability oscillations in the 1D LSDSL with periodd
5300 nm atns53.131011 cm22 for two different temperatures. The inse
schematically shows the measurement scheme for the longitudinal ma
toresistance. Arrows indicate the theoretically expected location of re
tance minima. Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations appear as 1/B periodic fea-
tures aboveB50.6 T.
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field strengths corresponding to electron cyclotron orb
around one and four antidots withd5500 nm, as indicated
by arrows in Fig. 3, in agreement with a simple electr
pinball model.9 The small dipsa andb in the Shubnikov–de
Haas maxima at smaller filling factors were reproducible
different cooldowns and different samples. Their positi
forbids the trivial explanation by spin splitting, for exampl
the dip denoted byb lies between filling factors 3 and 4
They may be signatures of the band structure induced by
lateral antidot lattice.

In addition to the first set of experiments, where t
presence of Weiss oscillations indicated highly homo
nous laser written lines in the weak potential modulati
regime, a third set of experiments was set up to determ
the quality of laser-written lines in the strong potent
modulation regime. For that reason, we have perform
magnetic focusing experiments in a 10mm310mm square
of electrically isolating laser-written lines with small ope
ings at the corners, as shown in Fig. 4. Clear magnetore
tance oscillations periodic inB are caused by electrons th
are specularly reflected at the boundary up to five time15

We have experimentally confirmend the expected length
pendence of the resonances in a structure with a side

ile
ch

ne-
s-

FIG. 3. Commensurability oscillations in the rectangular 2D LSDSL atns

53.931011 cm22. Resistance resonances originate from electron local
tion around one and four antidots, as indicated by the arrows and sh
schematically in the inset. Features marked bya and b cannot easily be
explained by semiclassical orbits.

FIG. 4. Commensurability oscillations in the laser-doped magnetic focus
structure. Observed resistance oscillations demonstrate the commensu
ity between the electron cyclotron radius and the 10mm sidewall where the
electron bounces an integer number of timesa, as schematically shown in
the inset fora50 anda51. The periodicity in magnetic field of the reso
nances is well confirmed by a linear fit through the position of the resista
minima ~dashed line!.
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length of 5 mm, where resonances appeared at double
magnetic-field strengths. The result of this experiment f
ther demonstrates the smoothness of the laser-generate
tential modulation.

In summary, we have fabricated lateral surface dop
superlattices by selectivelyp-type doping an initiallyn-type
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As heterostructure with down to sublase
wavelength periods. Lateral regularity and homogeneity
the laser-written structures were confirmed by magnetotra
port measurements on 1D and 2D LSDSLs. In the form
case, Weiss oscillations were observed, whereas in the l
case typical antidot resonances appeared. The high quali
the laser-written lines was further demonstrated by magn
focusing experiments, showing specular reflection of el
trons of up to five times. In contrast to other patterning me
ods, with our method of compensation doping almost a
trary lateral potential landscapes may be fabricated. Thi
simply achieved by adjusting the laser power during the p
terning process. LSDSLs with complex unit cells not only
lateral shape but also in electron density should be feas
We have demonstrated two particular examples of weak
strong modulation strengths. With our method, little or
crystal damage occurs during patterning, and mechan
strain, which often interferes with the electrostatic modu
tion using other methods, is avoided. Our LSDSLs may
ditionally be gated for further flexibility.

The authors gratefully acknowledge valuable help by
Huber and the support by the Deutsche Forschungsgem
schaft via SFB 348.
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